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- Why do we exist ? -



• (1) Where did our universe come from ?

• (2) What is our universe made of ?

• (3) What are its fundamental laws ?

• (4) Why do we exist ?

• (5) Where is our universe going ?
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Five Questions of Our Universe
(2019)



I think, therefore I am

Rene Descartes (1596~1650)

Scientific answer !

(4) Why do we exist ?

We



Energy Content of the Universe

From Wikipedia



Galaxy and cluster of galaxies







The universe is composed of only matter 
and there is no antimatter , 
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Why did antimatter disappear ?

(4) Why do we exist ?



The symmetric Universe 
was proposed by Paul Dirac
In 1933.

In fact, Paul A.M. Dirac proposed  a matter-
antimatter symmetric universe in his Nobel 
Lecture in 1933.

There is no difference between particles 
and antiparticles except for their charges.
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http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/c/cf/Dirac_4.jpg


There are two reasons to believe 

that Dirac was correct 

One is Theoretical

The other is observational
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Dirac may be correct

Our universe was created from nothing

But, if it is exactly symmetric, all matter and antimatter 

annihilated together and any matter does not exist today 

Nothing Nothing

Tiny imbalances in numbers of baryons and antibaryons 
must be generated by some physical processes in the 
early universe

Steven Weinberg

But, we do not exist now !!!



Ｇｅｎｅｒａｔｉｏｎ ｏｆ the baryon asymmetry

A.D.Sakharov (1966)

The theory of the expanding universe, which presupposes a superdense
initial state of matter, apparently excludes the possibility of macroscopic 
separation of matter from antimatter; it must therefore be assumed that 
there are no antimatter bodies in nature, i.e., the universe is asymmetrical 
with respect to the number of particles and antiparticles (C asymmetry)….. 
We wish to point out a possible explanation of C asymmetry in the hot model 
of the expanding universe by making use of effects of CP invariance violation 
(see [2])……....................

The discovery of CMB in 1964

The discovery of CP Violation in 1964
in the decays of neutral kaons

A. A. Penzias and R. W. Wilson

J. Cronin,  V. Fitch
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Three conditions must be satisfied to produce 
an imbalance of baryons and antibaryons

I. Violation of baryon number conservation

II. Violation of C and CP invariance

III. Out-of-thermal equilibrium process
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The standard theory of particle physics 

does not satisfy the condition II. and III. !!!

We need 

Beyond the Standard Theory



No convincing mechanism for baryogenesis

was found till 1986

A big hint came from particle physics !!!
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BUT



37𝐶𝑙 + 𝑣𝑒 37𝐴𝑟 + 𝑒−





The discovery of neutrino oscillation proved 

that neutrinos have very tiny masses !!!
(1998)

65 years after the Dirac proposal

neutrino mass ~ 0.1 eV = 10^{-10} GeV

cf. top quark mass = 173 GeV

Why do the neutrinos  have so tiny masses ?
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I found a natural mechanism generating 

such a small mass for neutrino about 

40 years ago 

I called it

“The Seesaw Mechanism”

I will show you my history of the discovery of the seesaw mechanism 



Discovery of The Seesaw Mechanism
40 years ago !

Electron                       Muon                             Tau lepton

up quark                   charm quark                       top quark

down quark              strange quark                    bottom quark

Electron neutrino        Muon neutrino                   Tau neutrino

SU(3)

Why does Nature repeat three times ?



Ｉ ｃｏｎｓｉｄｅｒｅｄ ａ Ｈｏｒｉｚｏｎｔａｌ ＳＵ（３） ｇａｕｇｅ ｓｙｍｍｅｔｒｙ

A Big Problem !!!

Theory has a gauge anomaly and it is 

inconsistent with quantum mechanics



The anomaly is canceled out

by introducing three right-handed neutrinos

３ｘ NR

What happens for the right-handed neutrinos after

the Horizontal SU(3) is spontaneously broken ?

We do not need the right-handed neutrinos at low energies

NR  may become superheavy !

But, How ???



Mass of Fermion

Let us consider a massless electron

which has spin 1/2

| left-handed electron >  :

| right-handed electron > :

V

spin

V

spin

They are completely independent states !



However, if the electron is massive, the two 

states should not be independent

One state must mix with the other

Consider the left handed electron

V

spin

If the electron is massive, its velocity is smaller 

than the light velocity c !

Now, ride on a rocket which runs faster than the electron

V’

spin

It is the right-handed electron !



We need both of left-handed and right-handed states

to give a mass for a fermion

Now, we have only right-handed neutrinos NR

But, the right handed neutrinos must be superheavy !!!

How to give masses to them ?

Pauli ‘s papers might have a hint !



I searched for Pauli’s papers and found a paper 

published in 1957

The anti-particle of a chiral fermion

has its opposite chirality

The anti-particle of NR is left-handed !

They are neutral and mix with each other  

NR (anti N)L

M

MR becomes superheavy !!!



What happens for the left handed neutrinos ?

NR

m m

M

dt x dE ~1 : (dE=M)

Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle

The left-handed neutrino transfers to NR for a 

very short time dt~1/M and gets a mass m (1/M) m

𝑉𝐿 𝑉𝐿
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Consider the very early universe, where

the temperature T > the mass of NR

We had many right-handed neutrinos in 

the hot thermal bath

T goes down

When T < the mass of NR, they start to decay 

into leptons and Higgs bosons

NR

lepton,   antilepton

Higgs boson
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Baryon and Lepton number are no longer conserved

at T > O(100) GeV in the standard theory !!!

Consider T > E(sphaleron)

Kuzmin, Rubakov, Shaposhnikov (1985)





Leptons Baryons

Leptogenesis
Fukugita, Yanagida (1986)



The leptogenesis predicted small neutrino masses 
Fukugita, Yanagida (1986)

It was confirmed 

by the discovery of neutrino oscillation !!!
SuperKamiokande (1998)
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Now we have solved one of fundamental 

problems in the universe !!!

BUT

We have a problem

I strongly believe the leptogenesis is correct



It is very difficult to test directly the leptogenesis, 

since the right-handed neutrinos are extremely heavy

We need more indirect tests of                        

the leptogenesis





A Robust Prediction is 

It may be impossible to test this prediction

The Leptogenesis has two testable predictions

I. CP violation in neutrino oscillations

Positive Indications are reported

II. Neutrinoless double beta decays

T2K experiments (2016)

NOVA experiments (2016)

W.H. Furry (1939)



CP violation in neutrino oscillations will be 

confirmed soon
hyperKamiokande ….

I hope

Neutrinoless double beta decay will be 

confirmed in ……….. years
Kamland Zen

PandaX３ (SJTY) …..



If CP violation in neutrino oscillation and 

neutrinoless double beta decay are observed 

in future

We can understand 

why antimatter disappeared and 

why we do exist now !!!

The next will be a solution to the first question

(1) Where did our universe come from ?


